
RiotMinds announces Trudvang Adventures, tabletop RPG for 5E 

Stockholm 2020-05-11. Swedish games publisher RiotMinds today announced the 
upcoming release of Trudvang Adventures, a full adaptation of the critically acclaimed 
award-winning RPG setting, for 5E. The game is based on the successful “Trudvang 
Chronicles” campaign world setting that was voted “The most anticipated game of the 
year” by the ENWorld community upon its release. 

Trudvang Chronicles has served thousands of players worldwide for more than a decade. “For 
several years now, we’ve been asked by players to adapt Trudvang Chronicles to the popular 5E system. 
With interest in the game higher than ever, along with the incredible rise of our Kickstarter community, 
we have decided that now is the right time to make this happen,” says Magnus Malmberg of 
RiotMinds. 

Trudvang Adventures 5E (TA5E) is anchored in a unique world setting of fused Celtic and 
Nordic myths and sagas. TA5E players are afforded the opportunity to explore the incredibly 
rich and visually stunning fantasy setting of Trudvang Chronicles while still remaining 
familiar and accessible for players of 5E. Both players and DMs will feel instantly at home and 
comfortable with the TA5E toolsets for their epic campaigns. 

Trudvang Chronicles is licensed and translated for use in a number of countries and is also 
the basis for the new board game Trudvang Legends. The Trudvang Legends board game is 
scheduled for release later this year and is produced and published by renowned game design 
company CMON. 

“We envision this as an opportunity to reach a broader audience with 5E being another tentpole in our 
strategy to serve our player community and expand the Trudvang brand. However, for fans of the 
original Trudvang Chronicles RPG, rest assured that we will continue to support that game with an 
array of new supplements and adventures. We have an exciting and extensive release plan ahead – we 
can’t wait to share more information soon.” Magnus Malmberg concludes. 

Trudvang Adventures will be launched as a Kickstarter campaign May 23rd 2020. 

For more information about Trudvang Adventures 5E please visit: https://riotminds.se/TA5E 

For more information about Trudvang Chronicles please visit: 
https://riotminds.se/trudvang/ 

For more information about Trudvang Legends board game please visit: 
https://cmon.com/product/trudvang-legends/trudvang-legends  

Contact us: info@RiotMinds.com for inquiries about this press release 

About 

RiotMinds is a Swedish games publisher with proprietary fantasy and horror brands 
including Trudvang Chronicles, LexOccultum, Ruin Masters and Drakar och Demoner. For 
more than 20 years RiotMinds has published and licensed its games for the international 
market and created a range of recognized books and supplements becoming a trusted name 
in the industry renowned for its talent at creating immersive fantasy and horror settings. 


